
The Best Minds Built In
When it comes to DevSecOps, we shifted left years ago, incorporating human-centric design, continuous testing to remove 
defects, and bolstered security throughout our Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery processes. From our decades 
of experience serving Federal Government agencies, we know what works and what doesn’t. So, we’ve gone further, 
building the knowledge from the best minds of the industry into ShiftUp’s automated features. Your agency benefits  
from nearly instant Infrastructure as Code and DevSecOps ramp-up, no expensive hires necessary. 

Make the Shift
• Agile development processes with inflight certification 

• Pre-configured, integrated DevSecOps pipeline tooling 

• Fully hardened, certified containerized Kubernetes infrastructure

• Continuous infrastructure security 

• Verified, secured software resource management

• Dashboards to measure progress and performance down to the developer level

Take What You Need
Not every project will require every feature, which is why we built ShiftUp to be flexible and customizable.

For Superior  
Software Development

Welcome to ShiftUp™, Octo’s modular, open source platform for building a modern, secure, scalable, and automated 
Digital Software Supply Chain. ShiftUp brings technology, people, and processes together for superior development 
results that advance your missions faster and at less cost. 



Give Us Eight Minutes 
Ready to see how fast we can get your development 
teams up and ready? Give us eight minutes to show 
you a demo. 

Reach out to a member of Team Octo: olabs@octo.us

No matter what stage of development your teams  
are in, ShiftUp can drive your organization to a 
more mature Agile and DevSecOps environment  
that supports greater efficiencies at the least cost.

Features

An Agile-guided development framework, Metro 
brings Human Centered Design, Agile best practices, 
and behavior and feature driven development to 
your projects.

A managed, containerized infrastructure, JavanaSM 
allows portability of modern software solutions 
across cloud and hybrid environments while  
using fewer resources with higher utilization.

DevSecOps as a service, OPTIC brings trunk 
based development and continuous integration and 
continuous delivery/deployment (CI/CD) with the 
security of constant scanning and testing.

A secure, cloud agnostic, industry standards  
based, scalable, and performant product that 
prevents vendor lock-in.
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